THE FOUNDATIONS OF MORALITY
By Henry Hazlitt

The many contradictions among different philosophical theories have caused much confusion over the years. Unfortunately, too few teachers and textbooks explain the basic principles that could help students discriminate intelligently among them and understand the ethical code of 1609 that fosters freedom, morality and social cooperation. Thus, Henry Hazlitt deserves special credit for bringing logic and clarity to the subject.

Mr. Hazlitt's position is that "the interests of the individual and the interests of society," when "rightly understood," are in harmony, not in conflict. His goal in writing this book was "to present a unified theory of law, morals and manners" which could be logically explained and defended in the light of modern economics and the principles of jurisprudence. He has marshalled the ideas of many philosophers and analyzed them with careful logic. He has formulated a consistent moral philosophy based on an understanding of the ethical principles which promote peaceful social cooperation and free enterprise production.

Mr. Hazlitt points out that our complex market economy requires peaceful and voluntary cooperation. The preservation of the market is essential for large-scale production and thus for the very survival of most of us. Therefore, social cooperation is the very most important means available to individuals for attaining their various personal ends. This means that social cooperation is also at the same time a well worthwhile goal.

The system of philosophy outlined in the book is a form of utilitarianism, "insofar as it holds that actions or rules of action are to be judged by their consequences and their tendency to promote human happiness."

The criterion for judging the consistency or inconsistency of a specific rule or action is always whether or not it promotes social cooperation. Mr. Hazlitt reasons from the thesis that social cooperation is of benefit to everyone.

The book contains numerous quotations from the works of earlier and recent philosophers, which the author always analyzes for their consistency with social cooperation.

Mr. Hazlitt has long been a noted free-market economist—one of the very best. With the publication of The Foundations of Morality in 1964, he added another very important feather to his cap as a moral philosopher. It is good to have it in print again. This book should live through the centuries.

Reviewed by BETINA RIEN GREAVES / Philosophy (308 pages, indexed) / BFL Price $1.50

CITADEL, MARKET AND ALTAR
By Spencer Heath

Spencer Heath, who died ten years ago at the age of 87, was writing about the workings of a voluntary society as early as 1834. In this excellent but little-known work, published in 1968, he presents his particular humanism and its impact on the individual and society. Heath argues that the "individual's" role is to create a "free market" in which the "natural" and "right" things can flourish. Heath's "natural society," based upon contractual relationships among men, and these voluntary associations allow them the freedom to pursue ever higher, more productive and creative endeavors.

As an engineer who was also a lawyer, manufacturer, horticulturist and social philosopher, his approach is that of the research scientist—sometimes tediously so, in translating mechanical jargon to the field of human behavior. But this tendency to see the universe in terms of ratio reminds one that reason lies at the base of all natural phenomena. Those who find his careful analyses too painstaking can skip over them without losing the main thrust of his thesis. Personally, I found his definitions not only helpful but enlightening. For instance, the book's title refers to the progress of society: the Citadel is Heath's term for formal government, symbolizing the human need for protection and security, but almost inevitably leading to tyranny, enslavement and war. Next the Market, where men free themselves from the tyranny of compulsory institutions and by exchanging goods and services on a contractual, voluntary basis, create a peaceful environment in which the Altar may flourish—the realm of the "intellectuals of the mind" and imagination, and with the spontaneous activities of scientific research and discovery; artistic creation.

Ideally, the protective function of the Citadel would be supported voluntarily by the Market and its coercive nature thereby eliminated. The logical extension of Heath's premise is anarcho-capitalism, a term he never used. He was opposed to creating new terms or giving new meanings to old ones, using common words in what he called their operative significance. One can almost construct his treatise independently by reading the section on "The Meaning of Terms," which is so concise in defining the principal abstract and concrete references to human thoughts and experiences that it may be his most valuable contribution to libertarian theory—libertarian being another word he didn't employ.

The greatest part of the book, however, is taken up with the practical considerations of how voluntary, contractual exchanges would be carried out in providing the myriad social and personal goods which people want: everything from public highways and recreational facilities to demunicipalizing the collection of garbage. Showing that the institution of private property is vital to the evolution of a peaceful society and how public or political administration always produces anti-social and destructive results, a system of private communities is outlined in which the individual is served instead of dominated; liberated instead of taxed and enslaved—a system which was further explained and expanded upon by Heath's grandson, Spencer F. MacCallum, in his The Art of Community.

In reading Citadel, Market and Altar, there is the opportunity for more than an intellectual understanding of Heath's socio-economic development. In projecting his vision of human freedom, creativity and nobility, Heath reveals his own beauty of mind and spirit. His goodwill and his avoidance of attributing sinister motives to those with divergent views (it is only their institutions which lead to evil ends) provide a model and an insight into the kind of character needed if peace and voluntarism are ever to come to pass. Reviewed by RIQUE LEON / Philosophy (200 pages, indexed) / BFL Price $8
FOUR REFORMS: A Program for the '70's

By William F. Buckley, Jr.

This is Buckley's latest book and, as far as libertarians are concerned, it must be considered a landmark and a key. Reform is a well-argued defense of proposed reforms in government in the areas of welfare, taxation, education, and crime. The work is a serious one, and its focus is predominantly positive, something lacking in the corpus of libertarian and conservative-libertarian literature. I should emphasize that proposals for reform per se are not missing, but for strategic reforms, reforms which accept the fact that as of now, one must work from within an undesirable status quo. One blinding exception was the proposal for and battle over Proposition One in California, a measure which would have placed a Constitutional limitation on the state government's power to tax, a proposal which has gone down to a temporary defeat.

Buckley's proposals for reform are even broader than that; as he points out, "This is not a book on how to solve the welfare problem, but on how to set the stage for solving it: not a bill of particulars on how large the public sector should be made through taxation, but a suggested order of taxation that would scrape away a generation's rust, and lubricate the social imagination; not a formula for stopping crime, but a way to make the apprehension of the criminal likelier; not a way to teach people what they need to know, but a suggestion or two on how to encourage the development of schools in which people are freer than they now are to find education." It is neither possible nor necessary to discuss the details of Buckley's proposed reforms here; indeed, part of the value of this book is the pains to which Buckley goes to examine the nature and development of the problems we face in welfare, taxation, administration of justice, and education. His proposed reforms emerge from within this, taking full consideration into account of current liberal prejudices, which have to be dealt with in any serious attempt at reform. With one possible exception, Buckley's political reforms are fully consistent with the direction in which libertarians wish to see things move. Buckley fully exposes the entangled abuses of our present welfare system and shows that the results of federal "revenue sharing" have been messy indeed: revenue sharing has resulted in the subsidy of the wealthiest states (per capita income) by the poorest; New York is subsidized by Nebraska and Wisconsin, for example. Buckley urges, in part, that federal payments to states with per capita incomes above the national average be suspended. In the field of taxation, Buckley shows that the per cent of income paid in taxes by those earning under $2000 per year is nearly equal to that paid by those earning over $50,000 per year, and that the lowest rate is paid by those in the $6 - $10,000 bracket. He proposes that the progressive features of the income tax be eliminated in favor of an across-the-board proportional tax of 15 per cent, among other things. His insightful chapter on education surveys the results of liberal views on forced integration, education and inequality, and tax credits to private schools, is similarly excellently done. The one reform which is dubious, at best, is proposed in his chapter on crime. Focusing properly on the fact that the courts should be primarily concerned with questions of guilt or innocence, Buckley proposes several changes in the American system of criminal justice, as presently interpreted by the courts. But he makes up for this with his corollary proposal that prosecution of victimless crimes be radically cut back.

With this work, then, conservatism has taken an important step forward in strategic thinking, and in a general way, at least, libertarians can applaud the results. But the important point to grasp is not so much that each and every one of Buckley's proposed reforms is purely libertarian in nature—they are not—but that it is good to see more positive thinking being done on serious strategic questions. How to get "from here to there" is one of the most fundamental and important questions which libertarians face, and politically-minded libertarians have just barely dipped beneath the surface on this issue. Four Reforms is a useful and insightful guidebook for strategic thinking in defending liberty and is recommended reading for everyone concerned with the art and problem of achieving liberty in our time. Reviewed by R. A. Childs, Jr. / Politics (138 pages) / BFL Price $4.95

THE COLLECTED WORKS

Lysander Spooner, the nineteenth-century American who was one of the greatest political philosophers of all time, has until now only been represented in print by a few brief essays. But now we have, for the first time, the collected works of the great Spooner, and it is an absolute delight. In the first place, Spooner was the only individualist anarchist who served as a constitutional lawyer, and so his devastating and shattering arguments against the State are delivered in a unique and delightful style that combines legal erudition and phraseology with an unequivocal passion for justice. Spooner's NU Trespass No. 6 contains, in its comparison of the government with a highwayman, perhaps the most devastating assault on the nature of government ever written. No one should miss the uniquely Spoonerian blend of rigorous logic and devotion to liberty. The opening passage of Spooner's Brilliant Letter to Grover Cleveland will serve as a brief example of the style:

"Sir—your inaugural address is probably as honest, sensible, and consistent a one as that of any president within the last fifty years, or, perhaps, as any since the foundation of the government. If, therefore, it is false, absurd, self-contradictory, and ridiculous, it is not (as I think) because you are preposterously less honest, sensible, or consistent than your predecessors, but because the government itself is a thing absurd, false, and ridiculous. The only practical administration of it for nearly a hundred years—is an utterly and palpably false, absurd, and criminal one. Such praisers as you beseech upon it are, therefore, necessarily false, absurd, and ridiculous."

Reviewed by Murray N. Rothbard / Political Philosophy (Six Volumes) / BFL Price $140.00

LYSANDER SPOONER

During his all-too-brief lifetime, Frederic Chopin composed some of the greatest music for piano that the world has ever heard, ranging from tiny little preludes and etudes to the larger-scaled polonaises and the two piano concertos. On this magnificent album, Vladimir Horowitz has chosen to present six of Chopin's finest pieces: the Polonaise Fantaisie, Polonaise in A-Flat Major, Introduction and Rondo, the Mazurkas in A Minor, Etude in C-Flat Major ("Black Key") etude and the Waltz in A Minor. Horowitz is not often thought of as a great Chopin player; when Chopin is in mind, one's thoughts tend to turn instead to Artur Rubinstein, Maurizio Pollini, Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli or even Ivan Moravec. But when he is at his best—and he most assuredly is on this album—Vladimir Horowitz can more than hold his own with any of them, to put it mildly, particularly in Chopin's larger-scaled works.

The bulk of this recording is indeed taken up with works such as the Polonaise Fantaisie, the Polonaise in A-Flat Major and the Introduction and Rondo. With these works, as with the Mazurkas, Etude and Waltz, Horowitz provides some of the greatest interpretations of piano pieces in all of recording history. With the Polonaise Fantaisie and the Polonaise in A-Flat Major, no one can come close to Horowitz's readings, with his fusion of tension, color and delicacy. Next to these, Rubinstein's versions are almost dull—but not quite. The famous Polonaise in A-Flat Major is a case in point: the work is inherently heroic; Horowitz moves beyond this to provide real grandeur and a march-like tension missing from other versions. The recording of the Polonaise Fantaisie was taken from a Carnegie Hall concert of 1966 and has already been justly acclaimed as a Horowitz masterpiece.

The Introduction and Rondo in E-Flat Major is somewhat of an anomaly. Written when Chopin was a mere 22 years old, it is seldom played by pianists. Yet, as Horowitz himself says, "The Introduction and Rondo has aristocratic elegance. In our time, we could use a touch of elegance. I don't understand why this piece is not often played—the public would adore it... Chopin wanted to make a glittering piece for the public. And that is just what he did—and with beautiful taste!" Horowitz plays the piece in exactly that style.

Needless to add, nothing else suffers at Horowitz' hands either! Everything which is great about Horowitz is present here: the delicacy, the elegance, the power and the sense of drama and color. The notes are flicked off as though they were tiny gems possessing all the colors of the rainbow. But through said; this is not just another Chopin album, it is Horowitz' Chopin. That combination is what makes this recording so special. Reviewed by R. A. Childs, Jr. / Classical Recording / BFL Price $4.85 (List Price $9.85)

HOROWITZ PLAYS CHOPIN

Vladimir Horowitz, Pianist
TROUSERED APES
By Duncan Williams

This hard-hitting work is concerned with "sick literature in a sick society," or, more broadly, with the impact of literature on human society and civilization as a whole. The "troouserled ape" of the title is taken from C. S. Lewis' The Abolition of Man, and is "the last, violent, neurotic hero who wanders through a thousand modern plays and novels, the 'anti-hero' of our civilization." All in all, Williams' book is a scathing commentary on what Ayn Rand has called "the sewer school of art.

Williams' thesis is that "the Western World and its culture are saturated with violence and animalism." Modern literature, he maintains, is partly responsible for this and constitutes a grave threat to the future of civilized society. For literature, Williams holds, does not merely reflect an age, it shapes its dominant values and man's self-image. In more ways than one realizes, it shapes how men see themselves, how they relate to one another and the kind of society they will live in as a result. Throughout the centuries, the world's greatest literature has been that which... sus... great minds of political philosophy. Strauss himself starts the volume with Plato, with Harry V. Jaffa following on Aristotle and others on the standard bearers of Western political thought (Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Mill, Hegel and Marx).

But this is not all. In this work you will find close attention paid to such usually ignored thinkers as Cicero, Affarari, the great Maimonides, Mar... Hill). How unjustified it is to study—and especially to teach—political thought without some attention to these rarely-mentioned figures will become evident by how the present volume integrates their thought with the broad strains of political philosophy and how the various authors show the significance of these individuals in reference to specific, unusual, but often very powerful influences in political affairs.

Of the essays that benefited me the most, both in intellectual content and unexpected enlightenment, none matches Professor Werner J. Dannhauser's discussion of the political thought of Friedrich Nietzsche. The one with which I find most fault is the essay on John Locke by Robert A. Calt...Locke's apparent egoism and their distrust of him as a careful philosopher. They lack what I would call enough generosity to let his failure to argue a moral case for egoism in an era of altruism or mechanism. Locke is made out to be more of a Hobbesian than I think is warranted and his Aristotelian strains are entirely de-emphasized. A few complaints, however, should not detract from the great value of this History of Political Philosophy. What the reader will get from each essay is a serious effort to identify the thought and importance of the writer being discussed under the leadership of the late Professor Leo Strauss and one of his best students, Joseph Cropsey. If not for education as such, then for sheer pleasure of mind, one ought to read what these outstanding scholars have said about the ideas and purposes of the greater philosophers concerned with mankind's political affairs.

The Introduction to this volume provides as good a reason as any why citizens of America ought to focus their minds on the great thinkers of the past when they attempt to gain an understanding of their own polis (or whatever is left of it): "let us..." that the authors of the Federal Papers signed themselves 'Publius': republicanism points back to classical antiquity and therefore also to classical political philosophy." REVIEWED BY TIBOR M. MAGNAR / Political Philosophy (440 pages, indexed) / BFL Price $11.95

THE OPEN-CLASSROOM READER
Charles E. Silberman, Editor

Over three years ago Charles E. Silberman published his now famous Crisis in the Classroom. The book was a blistering and detailed attack on the American educational system. It sold over 200,000 copies. Now, Silber- man returns with a giant reader devoted to a more positive subject—ways in which education can be made worthwhile, exciting, creative, imaginative, useful and fun. Billied as the companion volume to Crisis in the Classroom, the present work is quite capable of standing on its own as a contribution towards effective educational theory and practice.

The Open-Classroom Reader consists of sixty-five separate articles by many different writers of varying viewpoints, including one piece by Silberman himself and several by his wife Arlene (among the most interesting, informative and charmingly written in the book). As might be expected with this format, the quality of the articles is uneven. Some are just fair, others are excellent. But I think there are predominantly more of the latter.

Tying the selections together is a most useful running commentary by Silberman, placing each in the context of the "open classroom/open education" theme. In an effective, if unintentional, attack on the theory-practice dichotomy, Silberman combines both theoretical and methodological aspects in each section, so that the selections presented complement and balance each other. He adopts the common sense attitude that neither

(Continued on next page)
Thinking is the skill which makes all other human accomplishments possible. Man, as Ayn Rand has pointed out, "cannot dig a ditch—or build a cyclotron—without a knowledge of his aim and of the means to achieve it."

In light of this fact, one might imagine that the theory and practice of thinking would be the primary concern of educators and of those who seek to advance human knowledge. But such is not the case. Though systematic treatments of the subject date back at least as far as 1918 (when Hazlitt's 'Thinking As A Science' was originally published), it is only in the last few years that any very substantial number of writers have directed their attention to the field and begun to make solid contributions. One might say that books on thinking are few in number and marginal in quality.

Exciting exceptions to this "rule of the few and the marginal," however, are Cambridge University psychologist and physician Edward de Bono's two important books on thinking published in the last five years, New Think and The Mechanism of Mind.

The Mechanism of Mind, though it is the more recent of the two, is also the more basic and should be read first. In this book, de Bono conceptually identifies himself with the mind itself—more specifically with its nature as a physical system with a mechanical way of working. Because the brain, qua physical system, is what it is, because of its领土 identity, it can only interact with the rest of the world in certain specific ways. And, as de Bono points out, some of these ways leave something to be desired as means to our cognitive ends. Do you ever notice a difficulty in sticking to the subject? Find yourself moving, by process of association, to another idea only tangentially related to the original one? Struggle to follow a perfectly logical course of thought, free from associational digressions? De Bono argues that, for physical reasons, the mind finds it equally easy to move from idee to idea by either associational or functional paths. Do you ever find yourself going over the same mental territory? De Bono notes, and for good reason, that the mind tends to fall into a rut and maintain a constant perspective, even in the face of problems which demand a fresh one.

Two Treatises of Government

By John Locke

With An Introduction and Notes by Peter Laslett

John Locke was one of the greatest philosophers of all time, a man whose very life and work are a monument to the efficacy of reason. While Locke's thought is still controversial, as it probably always will be, his respect was more innovative, radical or even radical than in political philosophy. Locke is the philosophical father of America.

It is an unhappy fact that, like most great classics, Locke's greatest works in political philosophy, the Two Treatises of Government, has gone unread by the vast majority of Americans. Even most libertarians who are familiar with Locke have never read the Treatises themselves, but rather only condensed versions, or commentaries—usually by unsympathetic minds.

This happy edition of Locke's Treatises cannot be recommended too highly. Far from these covers is not only the complete text of Locke's Two Treatises of Government, it has been rewritten to make it comprehensible to modern readers. Locke's style is never dull or obscure, but the author has preserved the moral breadth of Locke's thought and included some moving words that show how Locke's Second Treatise was not written in 1688, but in the revolution of 1688, and had been previously expressed by historians. For instance, Locke states that the Revolution of 1688 was essentially a revolution, and that its principles have been set forth in the Two Treatises ten years earlier; Laslett truly shows that, from being a reaction to the Revolution, Locke's work was instead the cause of the Revolution and was far more radical document than is normally believed.

Locke's First Treatise is an attack on the doctrine of the Divine Right of Kings and is merely a preliminary work to the more significant Second Treatise. The First Treatise exists on its own terms, and its arguments are both cogent and sound, even though it is not without its share of errors and omissions. Locke covers most of the significant issues in political theory: the state of nature—the state of being in the state of nature of political power—the nature of property rights—the justification of government—slavery—paternal power—the nature of political society—how governments originate (the famous "social contract" doctrine)—the proper functions of government—here is no power of the legislature and executive, the nature of despotism—conquest—resistance and tyranny—and the dissolution of government.

The states of government, Locke claims, are the commonwealth, and each of these figures as Ayn Rand and Murray Rothbard are amazing.

This is a work which every libertarian should own and should read. From being difficult, it is written in a brilliantly clear and straightforward manner, free of technical jargon. Reading it—or rereading it—is a personal experience, an instance of the fact that Locke has discovered and explored some of the most important aspects of the human condition.
GUSTAV MAHLER: SYMPHONY NO. 8
Georg Solti conducting the Chicago Symphony Orchestra; Vienna State Opera Chorus

Vesi, Creator Spiritus! Come, Creator Spirit! shouts the chorus, beginning Mahler's Eighth Symphony. So magnificent is the demand that, if the Creator Spirit heard it, he would surely obey. Lines from the symphony's text describe in character: "Vibrant, Rafaelic, enframing that myth. . . . Kindred with our senses with light, pour 'Thy love into our hearts, . . . Give us joy . . . " To call this symphony "ecstatic" is scarcely to hint at the beside-oneness joy and celebration maintained throughout the opening movement. I know nothing like it in music. Soloists, chorus and an enormous orchestra surge forward in miracle after contrapuntal miracle, finally reaching a coda that leaves one gaping. The second and concluding movement, a setting of text from Goethe's Faust, is twice the length of the opening movement. It comprises a series of pictorial and dramatic events which settle the question why Mahler wrote no operas; he did, but they are concealed in his symphonies. Vivid tone painting first sets a mysterious stony scene and then eloquently shapes and punctuates the passionate utterances of various characters. After frequent returns, joy and celebration as in the first movement take a new form, stunning the listener with a perpetuum mobile of soprano and alto solos. Joy is then surpassed by awe and reverence, first hushed, then thunderous: Komm! Komm! Blicket auf . . . Come!

Jook up . . . After nearly ninety minutes, the symphony ends with a fully convincing representation of Sublimity, a grandeur truly clasmatic.

The perilously dense and complicated score of the Eighth requires massive performing forces and perfect conducting. Sir Georg Solti, with faultless performers and engineering, offers a recording that marries clarity, order and great dramatic power. This reviewer’s study of the score failed to suggest any way in which Solti’s performance could be significantly bettered.

Mahler, notorious as composer of grim, gnarled emotional torment and battle, is well met in the Eighth as lyricist, optimist, romantic and giver of joy. Nonetheless, like much of his music, the Eighth is probably an all-or-nothing matter; one despises it, or falls in love with it. Those who love it love a symphony uniquely concerned with perfection, joy, brightness.

Those who understand that music can offer practice in responses which the world at large might never endeavor, yet which may themselves transform the world, can find in Mahler's Eighth challenge, adventure and hope. REVIEWED BY MARK CORBEE / CLASSICAL RECORDING (2 Record Set) / BFL Price $9.85 (List $11.95)

AMERICA'S GREAT DEPRESSION
By Murray N. Rothbard

Perhaps the single most important event in American history which is trotted forth as "proof" that laissez faire cannot function is the Great Depression. In character: "Vibrant, Rafaelic, enframing that myth, with both economic theory and historical evidence. Developing a positive theory of the business cycle, Rothbard moves on to answer Keynesian and other theses. He then applies his own economic model to history, showing who caused the depression, how and with what motives and consequences. A very important work in economic history, placing responsibility for the depression squarely on the shoulders of the State. REVIEWED BY R. A. CHILDS, Jr. / Economics / BFL Price $10 (cloth) / $4 (paper)

ELIZABETH AND ESSEX:
THE CLASSIC FILM SCORES OF ERICH KORNGOLD

CLASSIC FILM SCORES FOR BETTE DAVIS
Charles Gerhardt, Conductor
The National Philharmonic Orchestra

These two albums continue RCA's beautifully recorded and produced collection of the "classic film scores" of Korngold, Steiner and other composers for the great films of the 1930's and '40s. They are lustily conceived as companion volumes to two earlier albums: Now, Voyager (the scores of Max Steiner, who wrote the music for The Fountainhead and The Sea Hawk (Korngold's classic scores).

These albums contain a host of brilliant and exciting music. The music from the Bette Davis-Errol Flynn classic "The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex," "Anthony Adverse," "The Prince and the Pauper," "The Sea Wolf," "Deception," "Another Dawn" and "Of Human Bondage" are all contained on Elizabeth and Essex. Korngold's music recalls all of these great films and their great stars: Davis, Flynn, Kay Francis, Paul Henreid, Claude Rains and Ida Lupino, to mention only a few.

The Classic Film Scores for Bette Davis contains music by Korngold, Steiner, Franz Waxman and Alfred Newman. The films represented include: "Now, Voyager" (the brilliantly effective Bette Davis-Paul Henreid vehicle), "All About Eve," "All This, and Heaven Too," "Jezebel" and "Juno.

But the music—vibrantly recorded by RCA's technicians and wonderfully conducted by Charles Gerhardt—is not all that is great about these albums. Contained in each album is a four-page booklet with notes and photographs of the films. Both of these record books are worthy successors to Now, Voyager and The Sea Hawk. REVIEWED BY R. A. CHILDS, Jr. / Classical Recording / BFL Price $4.85 each (List $5.95)

POWER AND MARKET
By Murray N. Rothbard

Written initially as the third volume of Man, Economy and State, this work carries the economic analysis of the earlier 1000-page masterwork to its logical conclusion. Power and Market is, indeed, the most rigorous and far-reaching critique of State intervention into the economy in existence, encyclopedic in scope. Rothbard analyzes all types of government interventions into the economy, concentrating particularly on the different ways in which government can grant monopolistic privileges to some at the expense of others; on the injustice of taxation; the failings of moral objections to the free market; and many other important issues. This book is the first consistent and systematic critique of every type of State intervention into the free market. It is a virtual encyclopedia and, like Man, Economy and State, it is an important handbook of arguments for liberty and of "intellectual ammunition." REVIEWED BY R. A. CHILDS, Jr. / Economics / BFL Price $6 (cloth) / $4 (paper)
Inflation is chewing up your dollars faster than you can earn them. Another dollar devaluation is certain. Many experts look for the beginnings of a depression before this year ends. Here is a new minibook to help prepare you to survive, and perhaps even profit from continuing financial chaos. FREE with your order for $10 or more from this issue.

GOLD: The Ultimate Hedge, is a 64-page minibook which provides, in no more than 30-40 minutes of concentrated reading time, some very valuable information to those seeking a hedge against any forthcoming period of runaway inflation, depression, deflation or devaluation.

West Coast stock broker John Weber, who has been advising his clients for the past six years to get into gold mining shares, and who is one of the canniest of authorities on gold; and Oakley R. Bramble, publisher of the MiniBook series who also possesses authentic credentials as an exponent of gold, are the authors. Text is easily readable, factual to a great degree; when opinions are stated they are so identified.

The first half of this MiniBook is devoted to a question-and-answer passage between the authors. Weber, for instance, explains what ADRs are, gives his reasoning for an eventual price of $400 per ounce for gold and tells why the many attempts at downplaying gold by Treasury officials and others are hardly believable. Bramble wrote the last half of the joint effort. In his contribution, he explains why gold is the preferred (in his opinion the only valid) hedge against whatever monetary and social perils lie ahead. In conclusion, Bramble presents the experts' consensus of best buys in South African gold shares.

(Purchase additional copies at $1 each.)

Forthcoming in early issues of BFL: reviews of Barbara Branden's long-awaited novel described as superlatives by those who have been privileged to read it, and of Murray N. Rothbard's collection of essays Egalitarianism As A Revolt Against Nature, and Other Essays. Jarrett B. Wollstein reviewing Alexander Lowen's great contributions to psychological literature, Betrayal of the Body and Love and Orgasm. Reviews of William Graham Sumner's Social Darwinism, Anthony Flew's Crime or Disease.

Yes, Murray Rothbard's long-awaited Egalitarianism As A Revolt Against Nature will be published early in 1974. And, if we are to believe Nash Publishing Co., so is George H. Smith's often prompted Atheism: The Case Against God. To those former customers of Academic Associates reading this issue of BFL, we wish to assure you that if you are owed a copy by Academic Associates, it will be mailed to you as soon as received, this by way of an agreement between BFL and the principals of that now defunct organization.

Now in print, in paperback editions, two critically important classics of libertarian thought: John T. Flynn's As We Go Marching ($3.45) and Albert J. Nock's Our Enemy The State ($2.95). These will be reviewed in a future issue of BFL, but they can be ordered now. Also back in stock, Brand Blanshard's Nature of Thought ($24.95).

Last June, Prof. Murray Rothbard delivered a series of six lectures on Twentieth Century American Economic History at Cornell University. They are entitled (1) Economic Determinism and the Conspiratorial Theory of History—$211, $14.95; (2) The Rise of Big Business: The Failure of Trusts and Cartels—$212, $12.95; (3) The Progressive Era Triple Alliance: Government As Cartelsizer—$213, $15.95; (4) The Inflationary Boom of the 1920's—$214, $14.95; (5) The New Deal and Post-War International Monetary System—$215, $9.95; (6) The Future of Libertarianism—$216, $9.95. The six tapes are available individually or together as a set for $69.50, a savings of $9.20. Highly recommended!
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